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1. Introduction 2. Superlocal 
 

 

In the Bleijerheide district of Kerkrade, there are three high-rise 

apartment blocks. These high-rise blocks are owned by housing 

corporation HEEMwonen, the surrounding public space is owned by 

the Municipality of Kerkrade.  These high-rises and the surrounding 

area are distinctive in their history, geographical location, building 

methods and function in the district. The high-rise blocks are due for 

demolition. After demolition, HEEMwonen aims to build 100 new 

homes in the area. 

Traditionally, construction is based on the principle of 'value 

creation'. These apartment blocks were once built on this site to 

meet the housing shortage at that time. The historical ribbon 

development or other urban planning issues were not taken into 

account. This eventually resulted in four buildings in a large, green 

and publicly accessible location. A new value. 

 

In contrast to traditional project 

development methods (‘fast, more and 

global’), HEEMwonen (first coordinator)1 

and the Municipality of Kerkrade 

(second coordinator) intend to realise 

this project based on the principle 

‘Superlocal’: ‘slow, less and local’. 

 
HEEMwonen and the Municipality of 

Kerkrade have made it their primary 

goal to integrate the project into IBA 

Parkstad. With this initiative, 

HEEMwonen and the Municipality of 

Kerkrade are putting flesh on a potential 

collaboration with IBA Parkstad and 

recognising the value of the 

possibilities IBA can offer the region. A 

key objective of the project is to link up 

with the IBA theme Recycle City. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
1 This project proposal will be submitted subject 

to the approval of the HEEMwonen 

Supervisory Board. 

In times of population decline, the 

challenge is to retain value. Sometimes 

the value of a district can be improved 

by strategically demolishing 'negative 

values'. In this case, negative value is 

not the main motivation behind the 

demolition of the high-rise blocks. The 

apartment blocks have reached the end 

of their structural lifespan. Of the four 

blocks, each containing a hundred 

apartments, the first has already been 

demolished.  Due to the declining 

population, there is only demand for 100 

homes instead of the previous 400. 

 
When the Urban District Vision Kerkrade 

East I was drawn up, the demolition of 

these high-rise blocks was factored in. 

The area was defined as the future 

result of the need to tackle the 

contracting housing market and 

enhance the quality of life. The aim is to 

give this area a new, liveable future by 

thinning out the housing stock and, at 

the same time, reinforcing the green 

shell within the fabric of the city. 

Because of its specific location, this site 

lends itself very well to a development 

that differs from current conventional 

methods. 

 
For the IBA Superlocal project, we want 

to (notionally) demarcate the planning 

area. We subsequently want to develop 

100 high-quality homes in this area. 

Low-income homes that will in time 

become the best-loved homes in 

Parkstad (=basis; the social castle). We 

will create these homes using the 

qualities, elements, materials and ideas 

present in the planning area (=IBA-

worthy). We will transform the negative 

elements into future qualities. The 

ultimate goal is to achieve this 

development without requiring any 

influx from outside the area.  

 
"The aim is to recycle all the 

qualities, elements, materials and 

ideas present and use them for the 

development of 100 homes."  

- HEEMwonen 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

From Parkstad 

to Kerkrade. 

From Kerkrade 

to Bleijerheide. 
 
 

  
 

From Limburg 

to Parkstad. 

From Bleijerheide 

to project site. 
From project site  

to three buildings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Zooming in. Project site with the challenge 'Recycle'. 



3. Project description 
 

 

In 2014, HEEMwonen took the initiative in examining how the 

remaining three apartment blocks could be transformed into 100 new 

homes. The Municipality of Kerkrade is an important partner in this 

process as it owns the public space and is responsible for spatial 

planning. Meander could also be considered a potential project 

partner because of the presence of their care centre De Vroenhof. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RECYCLE 

MATERIAL 

CAPITAL 

 

HEEMwonen, together with Kerkrade, 

‘Re-use Materials’ Heerlen, Maurer 

United Architects Maastricht, H+N+S 

Landschapsarchitecten and the 

Wohnbau chair of RWTH Aachen spent 

the year 2014 taking stock of the 

apartment blocks and surrounding area. 

This stocktake showed that the 

apartment blocks and their immediate 

surroundings have great potential. At 

the start of the (multi-year) project, 

HEEMwonen has start-up capital 

consisting of material, social and 

architectural value. The Municipality 

also has start-up capital in relation to 

the land. The vision on this area is 

derived from the Urban District Vision 

Kerkrade East. 

 
3.1. Material capital 

 
Bearing in mind the idea of shortening 

the recycling chain, we are researching 

whether the hundred new homes could 

be built from the demolition material of 

the remaining three blocks. Ideally, the 

demolition materials would not be 

removed from the site, but reused 

immediately. Excess material could 

offer opportunities for landscape 

design. 

A unique and new approach that offers 

huge potential benefits for the area and 

the potential for new forms of 

cooperation to develop. 

 
3.2. Social capital 

 
In a declining population, residents are 

a unique form of capital. The residents 

have strong ties with the area. Many 

have lived here their whole lives. 

Cohesion is vital to a district, 

particularly one with a declining 

population. The current residents are 

being mobilised to preserve and 

develop the qualities present in the 

area. We want to recycle their 

knowledge of and vision on the area 

and, if possible, keep residents in the 

area. principle of ribbon development. 

Yet there are qualities present, such as 

the floor plan and height of the flats. 

Here too, we want to look into reusing 

existing qualities. 

 
3.3. Architectural capital 

 
From an urban development point of 

view, the apartment blocks show little 

relation to the centuries-old principle of 
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4. Strategy 
 

 

ribbon development. Yet there are 

qualities present, such as the floor plan 

and height of the flats. Here too, we 

want to look into reusing existing 

qualities. 

 
3.4.     Communal capital 

 
The planning area is currently a large, 

green public space with a large number 

of valuable (groups of) trees. The 

abundance of green space, which links 

up with the green of the 

Voorterbeemden, is considered a quality 

of the area by residents and locals.  A 

quality that is worth preserving and 

expanding within the planning area. We 

will be looking to create links to the 

(mining) past, among other things. The 

quality of life can be improved by 

involving residents in the planning and 

testing process. There is an opportunity 

to encourage local initiatives that can 

serve as economic support within the 

area. 

After the initial stocktake and analysis, a diagram was developed to 

bring structure to the multi-year project. It has three cornerstones: 

initiative (2014), decision (2017) and completion (2020). The 

subsequent phases are called stocktaking (2015), play (2016), 

planning (2018) and creation (2019). These phases are separated 

from each other by reset moments (including the cornerstones). 

During a reset moment, the course, vision or parties involved may 

change as a result of the outcome of the previous phase.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project strategy. 
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Process from present day to IBA exhibition. 
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IBA IBA 

5. Ambition and end result 
 

 

The high ambitions within this project require state-of-the-art 

implementation. Technologies and production techniques for 

materials and their reuse are developing at breakneck speed in the 

immediate vicinity (RWTH, Chemelot). We feel that, by implementing 

this knowledge in the proposed transformation and recycling the 

existing ideas and other capital, we should certainly be able to 

achieve the intended value creation for Bleijerheide (=Superlocal). 
 

 

If the project generates the anticipated 
impact, it could, in theory, gain a place 
in history and the minds of society 
(history + philosophy). 

Eventually we expect substantial results 

in 2020 that can really boost the district 

of Bleijerheide, the municipality of 

Kerkrade and the Parkstad region. Our 

intended results include the following:

 
2014 
300 HOMES 

2017 
CAPITAL 

2020 
100 HOMES

The cooperation between HEEMwonen, 

the Municipality of Kerkrade and IBA 

Parkstad could raise the project to a 

higher level. IBA could contribute to the 

organisational, planning, political, 

public and financial aspects of the 

project. 

 
As far as content is concerned, the 

project fits in with the IBA theme of ‘The 

Recycle City’. Connections with 'The 

Flexible City' and 'The Energy City' 

cannot be ruled out in this project 

proposal. 

  

- A hundred new homes  

(= basis); 

- Various new, leading techniques 

and unique business alliances; 

- Super-local development: urban 

planning, economic, social, 

historical; 

- New thinking for the future; 

- IBA exhibition site; 

- International recognition. 

INITIATIVE / STOCKTAKING / PLAY  PLANNING / CREATION / COMPLETION 

 
“The transformation and transition of Parkstad is not about 

throwing away and starting again, but about building on and 

connecting. A sustainable city is a circular city. The region must 

be able to meet the needs of its inhabitants." - IBA PARKSTAD. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IBA process. 



 
 

6. Forward view 
 

 

After the initial stocktake, various orientations have taken place that 

look ahead to the PLAY phase. Within the project, we want to use 

each apartment block in its own specific way. The results of the play 

phase will be used in the decision phase. 
 

 

6.1. Practical: The Lab 

 
Block B will be used to conduct all 

kinds of practical research, carry out 

physical work, organise events in or 

around, offer practicals etc. This 

building can also be used for large-

scale art projects and IBA-related 

events. Some examples: 

 

- Taking stock of and reusing 

materials; 

- Conducting various experiments in 

the field of reuse; 

- Structural tests in consultation 

with CUR (Centre for Civil 

Engineering Research and Codes); 

- ‘Flat’-screen projections; 

- Murals on end walls 

- Gatherings on the roof of the 

apartment building; 

- Parasite to be developed; 

- Local material bank. 

 

6.2. Academic: The Forum 

 
Block C will be used to conduct 

academic research and actively share 

knowledge about this. The apartment 

building will serve as a research centre 

and lecture hall in one. This block 

currently houses RWTH students. 

Activities will include: 

- Carrying out research into new 

recycling methods; 

- Researching which new building 

methods we could use; 

- Developing homes that can be 

completely disassembled, so 

HEEMwonen can eventually use the 

materials for new construction; 

- In block B, all the developed 

theories can be tested in practice.  

 
6.3. Mental: The Archive 

 

During the IBA period, Block D will serve 

as the historical conscience and as a 

reference for the view on and 

development in the future. Activities will 

include: 

 
- Preserving the ideas of the residents 

(book of neighbours); 

- The actual 'preservation' of an 

apartment with an authentic interior; 

- Reflection on new development, 

what are the developments in 

housing construction; 

- Creating links with the mining past 

and other historical connections;  

- Showing the history of the 

apartment blocks, linked to the 

development of the Euregio Meuse-

Rhine; 

- Residents' Walk of Fame. 
 

PLAY themes. 



7. Recent developments 8. Cooperation IBA 
 

 

Recently, a number of developments and initiatives have taken place 

around the three blocks. HEEMwonen is creating a 'Book of 

Neighbours' in collaboration with Maurer United Architects. In the 

meantime, the walkways of several flats have been shored up for 

structural reasons.

As is known, the IBA Superlocal project is divided into two parts; on 

the one hand the BASIS development (the development of 100 homes) 

and on the other hand the IBA upgrading (research into and eventual 

development of the 100 homes and surrounding area by reusing the 

elements, materials qualities etc. present in the planning area. In this 

section, we will describe what HEEMwonen and IBA Parkstad can do 

for each other with regard to funding, organisation, quality, 

information and time.
7.1. Book of Neighbours 

 
After almost 50 years in high-rise 

blocks, it is time for an evaluation. Did 

the apartment blocks serve their 

purpose well (structurally,

 architecturally, socially)? What was 

and is their value during their lifespan, 

partly from the residents' perspective?  

In order to explore these issues, a book 

of neighbours is currently being 

compiled together with the last 

remaining residents.  This book of 

neighbours gives a more detailed 

illustration of the matrix 'past- present- 

future' versus 'individual- community- 

location' of the residents and the 

buildings. This is the start of the 

Archive (Mental) and the Forum 

(Academic) 

 

 

 

7.2. Shoring work 

 
The apartment blocks have reached the 

end of their structural lifespan. The 

blocks have been kept alive for much 

longer then was envisaged at the time 

of their construction. Partly as a result 

of this, various small and big defects 

have recently come to light. These 

problems range from small apartment-

level issues to more substantial 

problems in the walkway and balcony 

structures. That is why the balconies 

and walkways of two blocks were 

temporarily shored up very recently. 

This solution has been used in various 

places in the Netherlands. This is a 

chance to link up with the Lab 

(Practical). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8.1. BASIS development  

(HEEMwonen) 

 
HEEMwonen is responsible for the 

regular investments for the 

development of the basic project, the 

development of 100 homes in the 

Bleijerheide area. These investments 

include: 

 
- Demolition and dismantling of 

the three remaining high-rise 

blocks; 

(Estimate 4,500,000 euro) 

 
- Investments required for the 

development and realisation of 

100 homes to let at a monthly 

rent of 400 to 600 euro; 

(Estimate 14,000,000 euro) 
 

- Regular staffing costs for the 
development and realisation of 
100 homes to let. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
8.2. BA upgrading  

(HEEMwonen) 

 
For the first project phase, to upgrade 

the project to IBA level, HEEMwonen has 

set aside a preparatory budget of 

186,000 euro. This budget will fund, 

among other things: 

 
- Research into the development 

of 100 homes at IBA level; 

- Research into the possibilities 

of linking the project to IBA; 

- Initial steps Archive (mental), the 

'book of neighbours'; 

- etc. 

 
In order to make the basic project IBA-

worthy, HEEMwonen intends to set aside 

one FTE for the IBA project from now 

until the IBA exhibition.  

(Estimate: approx. 100,000 euro per year) 

 
In addition, we are prepared to contribute 

the value of the land we own in the area 

(footprint flats = 4x 1072m2) (estimate 

€578,880). 

Social capital. 
 



8.3. IBA upgrading  

(IBA Organisation) 

8.4. IBA upgrading – other 

(IBA Organisation) 
 

With a view to upgrading the basic 

project to IBA level, HEEMwonen is 

looking for guarantees. On the one hand 

for costs we may miss out on as a result 

of the IBA process, on the other hand 

for the costs arising from the fact that 

the basic project will become IBA-

worthy. This includes, for example: 

 
 

GUARANTEE 

 
- Financial compensation if we miss out 

on landlord tax relief as a result of the 

delayed demolition 

(15,000 euro per demolished home) 

 
- Financial compensation in case we 

miss out on the subsidy for the 

sustainable demolition protocol (cannot 

be combined with landlord tax relief)  

(7,500 per apartment) 

INVESTMENT 

 
- Practical 

 
* Stabilising walkway and balcony 

structures Voorterstraat (approx. 

185,000 euro) 

* Costs to cover the deployment of 

alliance partners (process funds) arising 

from Practical use of the apartment 

block. 

* Process funds and currently 

unforeseeable costs. 

 
- Mental 

 
* Costs of structural maintenance on the 

Ursulastraat. (approx. €22,000 per year). 

* Costs to cover the deployment of 

alliance partners (process funds) arising 

from Mental use of the apartment block. 

* Process funds and currently 

unforeseeable costs. 

 
 

- Academic 

 
* Costs of structural maintenance 

Jonkerbergstraat (approx. €22,000 per 

year) 

* Costs to cover the deployment of 

alliance partners (process funds) arising 

from Academic use of the apartment 

block. 

* Process funds and currently 

unforeseeable costs. 

 
 

- Other 

 
Costs of covering test set-ups and 

possible incorporation of successful 

experiments in the basic project. 

Apart from a financial guarantee from 

the IBA organisation, further 

cooperation on various levels is 

essential for the success of the IBA 

project. This includes aspects such as 

organisation, quality, information and 

time. Some examples of this are: 

 
 

ORGANISATION 

 
- Organisational support 

 
We are expressly asking the IBA 

organisation for organisational support. 

As a housing association, it is 

impossible to perform work outside the 

fields of performance set out in the 

Bbsh (Subsidised Rented Sector 

Management Decree). That means that 

the development of 100 homes is our 

main objective. HEEMwonen owns the 

idea and will direct and facilitate the 

open source process together with IBA. 

 
- "Free planning state" 

 
In view of the many complex processes 

within the context of flora and fauna 

legislation, the current zoning plan, 

planning permission and changes that 

will be made faster and more 

unexpectedly than in regular processes, 

a 'free state' when it comes to planning 

would be highly desirable. 

 
- Support for complex forms of 

cooperation with yet-to-be-determined 

alliance partners. 

QUALITY 

 
- Raising the basic objective (100 

homes) to a higher level through this 

IBA project, in which the high-rise 

blocks and the location offer a unique 

Super Local opportunity: 

 
- Basis for new alliances 

- Input for additional quality 
requirements. 

- Project support. 

- Legal support. 

 
 

INFORMATION 

 
- Political and administrative 

coordination 

- Communication within planning area 

(super local) and outside planning area 

(super global). Experience teaches us 

that a great communication challenge is 

coming our way, if this project were to 

be granted IBA status. Joint agreements 

will have to be made about this in 

advance. 

 
Communication around the 

development of 100 homes is the 

starting point for HEEMwonen. Further 

communication will have to be 

developed in collaboration with the IBA 

organisation and other project partners. 

 
 

TIME 

 
- Process support in the IBA process. 

- Speeding up the development of new 

collaborations. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


